A Hi(R), there is always a natural map h.: A Hi(R) H.(R) which extends the identity on Hi(R). ( We refer to Bourbaki [2] , Ch. X for notation and results related to the Koszul complex, to [2] , Ch. III for exterior algebra, and to Matsumura [5] for commutative algebra.)
Using the methods of Tate [8] , Assmus [1] gave the following beautiful characterization of complete intersections. Tor.S(s/I, S/n) and Tor.S(s/n, S/I). This may be a well-known fact, but we do not have a reference, and the argument is short.
We choose free resolutions F. and G. of S/I and S/n resp. Then there are chain maps K. it is well known that the residue classes of the cycles u introduced above are a k-basis of Hi(R), provided a is a minimal system of generators of I (cf. for example Scheja [6] ). Therefore the maps A. and A. differ only by an automorphism of A k': both A and A are isomorphisms km'-Hi(R). Theorem 2 claims that /i-----0 for > embdim R-dim R. Since y is a regular sequence, K.(y) is a free resolution of k---S/n, and so r. is an isomorphism. Summarizing our arguments, we have reduced the theorem to the fact that Pi 0 for > emb dim R dim R. This follows from the next lemma since S/I has finite projective dimension over S. Moreover, one has emb dim R dim R dim S dim R height I. For an S-module M and x M let 't(x)-{f(x): f Homs(M,S)} denote its order ideal. We choose M Im qi. The theorem of Evans-Griffith says that height @s(qi(e)) > for every element e F/, e nF/; cf. [3] , Proposition 1.6. We need the stronger assertion that height @F(qi(e)) > where F Fi_ 1. (Of course, if gl,..., gw is a basis of F and qi(e) Slgl + ""+Swgw with s S, then @F(qi(e)) is the ideal generated by S 1, Sw.)
In order to prove height @e(qi(e)) > i, we show that @F(qi(e)) S for every prime ideal p with height p < 1. Since proj dim(S/I) < 1, the embedding M --* F splits for such a prime ideal; furthermore the formation of order ideals commutes with localization. Therefore one has @v(q(e)) @M(oi(e)), and that @M(qi(e)) S is the result of Evans-Griffith. The assertion of the lemma amounts to yi(Ki(a))c n F/ for > height I. (b) The method we used to prove Theorem 2 also yields a quick proof of Theorem 1. Again one may assume that R is complete. If I is generated by an S-sequence a, then K.(a) resolves R, and therefore p. is an isomorphism; it follows that A. is an isomorphism, proving (a) (b) . While 
